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Liesbet van Zoonen is professor of Sociology and dean of the Erasmus Graduate School of Social Sciences and the Humanities at Erasmus University Rotterdam.

Professor Van Zoonen joined the department as professor in Popular Culture in March 2009. Previously, she worked at the University of Amsterdam, most recently as head of the Department of Communication, and till December 2015 she was professor in Media and Communication at Loughborough University (UK). She has also held various positions at other universities in the world, most notably as professor II at Oslo University, and as visiting professor at the University of the West Indies (Jamaica) and the Hochschule für Film und Fernsehen (Germany).

Her research covers a wide range of issues in the social sciences and humanities, but all concern the question whether and how popular culture is a relevant resource for civic understanding and social participation. Her work currently is focused on public and individual taboos and desires around ‘identity management’, research which is funded by the Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council of the UK.

Her book, Entertaining the Citizen: When Politics and Popular Culture Converge (Rowman and Littlefield, 2005) received positive reviews in leading international academic journals, and is considered an important innovation in political communication research. She is furthermore internationally known for her work on gender and media (Feminist Media Studies, Sage, 1994), which has been translated into Chinese, French, Portuguese, Serbian and Italian.

Visit her personal website for more information.
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Latest news
EUR Institute of Health Policy and Management (IBMG) Joins the Graduate School

The recently signed agreement between the Institute of Health Policy & Management (IBMG) and the Graduate School will help IBMG to further develop its PhD programme. To celebrate this productive cooperation, IBMG and the Graduate School held an official launch by showcasing several IBMG PhD projects.

Latest events
November 17 | Welcome event IBMG and Graduate School

In order to further support its PhD programme, the EUR Institute of Health Policy and Management (IBMG) will on November 17 (16:00-17:00) sign an agreement enabling its PhD candidates to take part in the Graduate School’s course programme. To celebrate this productive cooperation, IBMG and the Graduate School will hold an official launch by showcasing IBMG’s PhD research in the field of healthy aging.
This is an instruction to edit your Graduate School profile page at www.egsh.eur.nl/people. Your faculty profile on www.eur.nl/people uses the same information, expect for your contact details and profile photo (see #3).

1. Profile text
Your profile text is sourced from Personal METIS, the EUR research registration system.

Log in to Personal METIS with your ERNA account: https://metis.ru.nl/federation/login/personalmetis
➢ Select Profiles
➢ Select the Graduate School profile
➢ Click on General expertise (under Research)
➢ Fill in your text in the text editor
➢ Click Save
➢ Click Publish to web (top bar, under Profile)

It might take several hours for the text to appear online.

2. Publications
Your publications are sourced from Personal METIS. Publications are divided into several categories, such as Articles, Book contributions and Supervised theses.

Log in to Personal METIS with your ERNA account: https://metis.ru.nl/federation/login/personalmetis

Search for ‘Personal Metis’ in myeur.nl for more information.

3. Request a new profile page or edit
Only the Graduate School can update your contact details, profile photo and research areas (faculty, department and research group).

Fill in the form on below page to request a new profile page or an edit to your current profile page. www.egsh.eur.nl/people/new-profile-page-or-edit

NOTE: Contact details and your profile photo for www.eur.nl/people are sourced from the EUR identity manager. Search for ‘Changing your ERNA account details’ in myeur.nl for more information.

4. Graduate School news and events links
You can also add links to Graduate School news and events articles. Always feel free to contact the Graduate School if you want us to add a news or events item which you find relevant for the Graduate School. Linking the items to your profile is optional.

News and events: